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In THE BLOOD Glucose SOLUTION COOKBOOK, Dr. Hyman's scientifically based program for rebalancing
insulin and blood sugar levels, this cookbook presents 175 delectable dishes that are free of allergens and
dangerous inflammatory ingredients. Readers will exchange toxic factory-made foods for nutritious and
easy-to-make dishes such as Poultry Satay with Peanut Sauce, Mexican Shrimp Ceviche, Tuscan Zucchini
Soup, Raspberry Banana Cream Pie Smoothie, Chocolate Nut Cake, and more. now it is over fifty percent.
Pursuing Dr. Hyman calls for readers to get back their health by taking back their kitchens. The main
culprit of diabetes, weight problems and heart disease is definitely insulin imbalance. Dr. Mark Hyman shares
quality recipes that support the Bloodstream SUGAR SOLUTION lifestyle. In 1900, just two percent of
foods in America were eaten beyond your home; THE BLOOD SUGAR Alternative COOKBOOK will illuminate
the inner nutritionist and chef in every reader.
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That publication was such an excellent book! It really changed our health Enjoying trying the recipes in this
book. I don't want to invest the rest of my entire life battling a debilitating disease. My husband's bloodsugar readings were slowly 'going up', despite having medication.If you haven't read his publication, that's
okay because I'd say The Blood Sugar Solution Cookbook can simply stand alone. It actually changed our
health, blood sugar and weight for the better. Dr. But don't be prepared to see your standard church
potluck dishes in this one. It's a well balanced plan including meat, vegetables and fruits. Anticipate to think
differently in what you feed the body.A few examples of recipes you will discover in this book are
breakfasts such as Popeye the Sailor Energy Boost, Raspberry Banana Cream Pie Smoothie, and Dr.by the
way, some of my friends think EFGT is similar to Atkins diet. INCORRECT!)Verdict: Cheaper, Healthier, and
by far a lot more tastier than eating dinner out." . My blood glucose is fine but that is probably how we
should all be eating. Hyman! BUY THE BOOK!Foundation: (EVOO, Garlic, Onions, a pinch or two of Red Chili
Flakes)Base + Spinach = Super Yummy, The spinach cooks and shrinks.I picked up Dr. I adopted the recipe
almost just as created, but I skipped one essential stage. We bought this reserve after going right through
the eating plans in Dr..I am looking forward to this cookbook, because it can be hard to "convert" our aged
recipes to fit this new way of cooking. If you're like me, your grocery shopping list will appear NOTHING
like what you've been buying before.. It certainly makes the shift to healthier eating so rewarding!. I live in
an extremely small and remote town, so some of the quality recipes that I'm eager to try (like the
breakfast shakes) will have to wait until I could get to a full-size supermarket or whole foods
store..weight problems and diabetes.. It functions! I'm going to get one of these broccoli/cauliflower
variation using this same recipe. He also encourages you to visit his web site where you can find lots of
information and join support groups. That book was such an excellent book! He actually addresses a lot of
the same simple information you need. I'd describe it as basic, light, and delicious..." He's done tons of
research that explains why after so many years and so many "diets," we're a lot more physically ill. Excellent
Strategy for healthy eating!.if that's of interest to you.The recipes in this cookbook derive from a healthy
eating plan that cuts out all sorts of sugars (the main focus not to mention my point of weakness! My
husband loved the flavor, but he didn't like the tiny pieces of the outer coating that didn't soften or puree.
Quite simply. So after reading his book The Blood Sugar Answer, I'm ready to put into action what sounds
like common sense cooking and eating..our meals should contain "actual", unaltered, unprocessed whole foods.
I've actually saved $$ using this method. This includes what kitchen equipment you should have, getting rid
of processed foods you curently have (which is basically EVERYTHING in my own kitchen and a significant
step for me, because if it is not IN my kitchen, it won't maintain what I make and eat), how to examine
ingredient labels, and stocking your pantry with the proper ingredients. The author also includes the
nutritional information per serving of each recipe, the preparation time, cook time, level of difficulty
(easy/moderate), and budget information ($/$$)..The cookbook is simple to read with clear and simple
directions. Hyman recommend this cookbook for more dishes to go along with another stage of the diet
program in "Eat Fats Get Thin. This is not intended to be "comfort food" that we're familiar with seeing in
most cookbooks and magazines. Extremely satisfied! At first glance, some of the recipes looked a bit
intimidating just because a few of the ingredients are completely new to me. But then that's no real
surprise considering as yet I haven't taken healthy cooking seriously...I am doing about 70% vegetables and
30% protein (Chicken, Beans, tofu, shrimp, fish. For soups and salads, there's Roasted Crimson Pepper and
Cannellini Bean Soup, Sluggish Cooker Vegetarian Chili, Sadie's Light Bean and Shrimp Soup, Carribean BlackEyed Pea Salad, and Grapefruit and Avocado Salad with Dijon Lime Vinaigrette. This is a 'for existence'
method of eating and I understand we will continue.Additionally, there are recipes for snacks and side
dishes like Quinoa and Avocado Salad, Crispy Kale Chips with Sea Salt, Artichoke Hearts with Caramelized
Onions and Herb Dressing and also desserts such as Guilt-Free Chocolate Mousse and Lisa's Lemon Vanilla
CupcakesI picked the Creamy Asparagus Soup to try first.. Hyman's The Blood Sugar Solution Cookbook

because at age 57 I've finally progressed from becoming pre-diabetic to presenting Type II diabetes, no
doubt brought on by an eternity of poor eating habits. friends and more than one has bought the book &
Three Stars OK Four Stars didn't care for recipes so good.), flour, processed foods, and packaged foods. I
would recommend that you not really skip this step and you may have an excellent soup. Anyway, I have to
say that with so few substances, I was actually surprised that it had so much flavor, simply needing a little
salt and pepper to flavor. When you see the fact that you're producing a "creamy" soup without the cream,
you realize it's a totally healthy alternative way of cooking. So very much lighter and just as flavorful as it's
cream-based predecessor.or what he calls "Diabesity.If there's anything I would change concerning this
cookbook, it is the amount of pictures they used, which is very couple of. Unlike many cookbooks that are
filled with colorful pictures of most or all of the completed recipes, that one is not really. There are
actually only 16 pictures. resources but nothing appeared to actually help and it had been hard to keep him
satisfied with so few dishes to choose from. That's a little disappointing, because pictures tend to be what
motivate me to try the recipe. On the other hand, pictures really can bump the cost of any book up, and
you're getting a lot of good wellness information and recipes for a fairly reasonable price right here. is on
their method to feeling better!My goto Meal is Sauteed Veggies in EVOO... That is a diet and life-style that
I can stick with.The first 64 pages contain step-by-step help on how best to prepare your kitchen for
healthier cooking. After 4 a few months of cooking completely out of this book, we are not bored at all but
still have many quality recipes to try out. Healthy eating that tastes good and a lot of it. I'd have eaten
more vegetables in the past if indeed they were made in this manner. My most hated veggies (Brussel
Sprouts and spinach) are now my 2 favorite ones.Base + Mixed Veggies (Brussel Sprouts, Asparagus, Bell
Peppers, Mushrooms, Broccoli) Salt + pepper to taste. Most are easy/$.. Recommend! A serious change in
the healthy direction Add Salt and pepper (Afterwards) to taste.Here's what I do,The bottom I begin
with for almost everything is, Temperature EVOO in a pan, Add red Chili Flakes, Garlic and sliced onion. all
sorts of glucose! Also wait around towards the finish before adding any salt and pepper. Tasty and good for
me I've r=exhausted a few dishes.Salt: (Johnny's, Himalayan Ocean salt, Hawaiian Alaea salt, Plain Sea salt
etc.After 6 weeks I've lost 15lbs+ and also have a lot more energy through out the day.such as for
example taking a quiz to determine whether you're suffering from "diabesity".)You can take the above meal
and turn it into an Asian mix fry simply by adding Hosin Sauce or a little bit of low sodium Soy to it. Hyman's
Chinese Eggs and Greens. Hyman's objective, and the goal of this healthy method of eating, is to help us
prevent (preferably) or invert two life-threatening epidemics.. It isn't like this at all... Up to now, so good.
This is an absolute must have book for a type 2 Diabetic!!!.! Hyman's reserve "Eat Body fat Get Thin". This
past year I tried a few dishes from additional books & They are beautiful, full-page photos located in the
middle of the book, but only 16 nonetheless. We starting eating 100% from the recipes in this publication
on Dec. 26, 2013 and both of us have lost fat (me 10, him 20), experience better and most of most his
blood-sugar is in order and lower than ever! We anticipate that he can begin to reduce his Metaformin
dosage very soon (Yay!! we hate that he's on drugs!! I've already made 5 of the recipes and they possess all
been amazing! is quite impressed with his results so far! I'm not really a diabetic, but by default I am
feeding on what I make for him therefore i am also reaping the benefits!! I spend roughly $130 weekly at
the supermarket for 2 people and and am never hungry because you should eat everything you got as it will
go bad. The recipes are more of a Mediterranean-type of cooking food (which I had not been used to
preparing in the home, only when eating dinner out) and I love that we have learned a more healthy way of
eating through the elimination of gluten &To take it up a notch further you can test adding some white
wine while the veggies are cooking food for additional flavor.Types of entrees include Sauteed Spinach and
Tomatoes more than Roasted Spaghetti Squash, Coconut Shrimp with Lemongrass Quinoa and Thai
Vegetables, Apricot-Glazed Pork and Veggie Stir-Fry more than Sauteed Greens, Roasted Apple and Sweet
Potato Medley. I have shared many quality recipes with family members & Since I bought tiny, narrow

spears, I assumed I didn't need to peel/trim the tough outer level with a potato peeler.That said, I would
suggest this cookbook to anyone who is seriously prepared to "dump the junk" and take back their health.!
So appreciate these books.! You will not be disappointed! Five Stars This is a great book. It is very
resourceful and helpful with choosing food that's healthy Three Stars it is ok- quality recipes didn't seem
too appealing- bland. Finished up donating copy Great for maintaining blood sugar range Great details with
helpful quality recipes. My boyfriend is normally skinny but prediabetic. He avoids glucose which book has solid
recommendations. Thank you Dr. I am so happy that I bought this book I rarely write evaluations, but
always go through them. I am so glad that I purchased this publication.) and his Dr.Dr. The recipes are
restaurant quality, if not better, and fairly easy to prepare!! That is a significant change in the healthy
direction.! Saute this around for a couple minutes to let essential oil absorb the taste and from there you
really can create anything. Very helpful to us as we learn our method around a recent analysis of diabetes.
Big mistake.Also it is fun to test out various kinds of Salts, Spices and Wine combinations. or eating
something away of a package. Tasty and best for me.
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